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Goals
• Deploy a future-proofed application
service to better manage inventories
of biological reagents across
multiple global research sites
Results
• One of the legacy in-house built IT
systems was effectively replaced
with Labguru in an implementation
that started in January 2015 and was
completed by the middle of March
2015. The second implementation
was completed in June 2015
• Labguru allows the Discovery Sciences
Unit to unify information about
mission-critical biological reagents,
and make that information available
anywhere at any time to the
researchers at AstraZeneca
• AstraZeneca scientists were able to
start using Labguru immediately with
no interruption of day to day tasks
• Due to inherent features of
Labguru, AstraZeneca was able to
immediately simplify a component
• As a next step, he Discovery Sciences
Division is building a business case
to extend the use of Labguru to
include additional biological
reagents into the system

We interviewed David Nicholls, co-leading with Mats Ormo and
Ning Gao the bio-assets IT strategy for the Discovery Sciences Unit
on a strategic decision to replace two internal IT systems with an
application service for bio-asset logistics management.
David Nicholls is currently the Enabling Capabilities Manager for the
Discovery Sciences Unit in the Innovative Medicines Unit of AstraZeneca.
The Discovery Sciences Unit collaborates with the iMEDs and applies
core competencies to deliver a portfolio of drug discovery projects from
initiation through to candidate selection. Discovery Sciences is engaged
in all stages of the process enabling hit identification, lead generation
and optimization to support target quality with tools and reagents.
David says: “Discovery Sciences are an integral part of iMED drug
discovery projects.”
The Discovery Sciences Unit is a vital component of the broader
Innovative Medicines and Early Development Unit (iMED Biotech Unit)
under the research leadership of Executive Vice President Mene
Pangalos. The Discovery Sciences Unit supports all stages of drug
development up to candidate selection for clinical trials.
Rationalize to future-proof
David and his team have completed the first IT project in the initial
implementation of the Labguru bio-collection management system.
The solution supplies the Discovery Sciences Unit with an organizational
managements and logistics tool.
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Before March of this year, the Discovery Sciences Unit depended on
two legacy systems to document and manage the biological reagents –
plasmids, cell growths and fermentations, viruses, and protein batches
– and the workflow this implies. One system which had been in place
for 15 years was reaching the end of its development lifecycle. The
other system was primarily developed and supported by an individual
person.
“We were missing
opportunities to share
information such that one
research group would not
know if another group was
holding a certain bio-asset”
“David believes that with the
implementation of Labguru,
his group has chosen an agile
path, and a system with

David believes that with the implementation of Labguru, his group has
chosen an agile path, and a system with flexibility for the future.
Labguru aggregates all the bio-reagent information together so that it
can be accessed globally across the iMEDs – the therapeutic research
groups that are distributed across the globe. “We want to unify our
information so that it is available anywhere. The information was
previously in disconnected systems where local researchers used that
information in different ways in different places. We were missing
some opportunities to share information such that one research
group would not know if another group was holding a certain bioasset. Going forward, Labguru will help us avoid duplication and better
manage inventory in a global way. New opportunities will open up as
users get proactive insights from the system.”
Integration
“For the sake of efficiency and a fast roll out, integrations between Labguru
and other internal systems were kept to the minimum. In fact, there
was only one system that Labguru needed to integrate with involving
reagents provided by the protein group, which are used in X-ray
crystallography. Information from Labguru about the concentration of
the reagent, the sequence and the buffer components is extracted to
help the design of crystallography experiments.”
David was very impressed by the speed of, and the support received
during the implementation. It started in January 2015 and the first phase
was completed by the first week of March 2015. David described it as
“the fastest IT implementation he had personally been involved in,”
despite the fact that 15 years worth of data had to be migrated from the
legacy Plaza system into Labguru. “Absolutely fantastic, it has gone on
time and at the pace we have agreed. During our collaboration the AZ
team suggested a significant number of changes and improvements to
the initial Labguru system. We quickly became aware of how responsive
the Labguru team were to making changes and getting things done.
We have a really good dialogue with the Labguru development team
where they would challenge us on our requests. We would come to a
good compromise where we could move it forward in a quick way,
without the bureaucracy that often goes along with IT development.”
Scientific understanding
David says that the Labguru team were also quick to pick up on the
scientific reasons behind requests during the implementation. “We had to
explain to the Labguru team why the tool had to be modified in certain
ways. They were quick to grasp the concepts because of their experience
in implementing the tool in other academic and pharmaceutical sites.”
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David stresses that they did not want Labguru to become a tool that was
customized to AstraZeneca’s exact workflow. “We don’t want to drive this
too far in the direction of the organization’s current way of working with
reagent information. Where possible we will adapt our way of working
to Labguru so we are a good fit to the software and making it easier to
potentially integrate with the other external groups that use Labguru. cont.
We want to simplify our processes so our scientists can focus more of
their energies on the science of developing new medicines.”
Now that the Discovery Sciences Unit has implemented the Labguru
Bio-collection Management system, the initial feedback is that the
researchers really like the user experience. David comments: “They can
get to grips with it (Labguru) with minimal training. The tool offers one
inventory list and the researchers simply select the bio-collection of
interest. It’s very nicely laid out.”
The Discovery Sciences Unit has already seen a return from its investment.
David says: “In the previous system we had a data sheet that would be
provided to customers when an individual protein or a box of proteins
was delivered. This data sheet would describe what the protein was, its
concentration, the buffer, and amount. Previously there were several ways
of making these data sheets available which would involve additional work.
With Labguru in place, the data sheet is created automatically and printed
using the data which has already been entered into the tool. We have
successfully simplified this process removed some duplication of effort.”
David, Mats and Ning are also currently building a business case to
expand the use of Labguru to help the Discovery Sciences Unit manage
its collaborations more effectively with academic groups and the Biotech
companies and contract research organizations that it partners with.
David remarks: “The potential of Labguru is that we (AstraZeneca) can
partner more effectively with any academic group anywhere.”

“We conducted a comprehensive evaluation and found Labguru to be
the most suitable solution for the man-agement of our global preclinical
biological reagents. BioData’s experience with supporting academic
groups, together with the cloud-based Labguru installation, will allow
AstraZeneca scientists greater opportunities to share our biological
research reagents with future external partners, to support new drug
discovery projects for which there is currently an unmet medical need.”
Lorenz Mayr, VP of Reagents and Assay Development at AstraZeneca
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